Featuring Jameson's original hollow core favorite of professional arborists, these kits are available in a variety of combinations to fit your needs. Our most popular pole is lightweight, offering greater control and exceptional bending strength. Pole ferrules and adapters allow quick attachment of multiple poles and tool heads (pruners or pole saws). This kind of versatility saves time and money.

Pole Saw Head with Barracuda™ Tri-Cut Saw Blade

PH-12 Pruner 1.5" Cut Pruner
PH-11 1" Cut Pruner

Barracuda™ Tri-Cut Hand Saw

Wire & Limb Raiser
Canvas Scabbard

JA-34 Big Mouth 1.75" Pruner

FG-6PKG-1
JA-14 Pruner with Adapter & Pruner Rope
13" Tri-Cut Saw Blade, Pole Saw Head
6' FG Hollow Extension Pole, 6' FG Base Pole

FG-6PKG-2
JA-14 Pruner with Adapter & Pruner Rope
13" Tri-Cut Saw Blade, Pole Saw Head
Wire Raiser, 13" Tri-Cut Hand Saw
6' FG Hollow Extension Pole, 6' FG Base Pole

FG-6PKG-3
JA-14DP Pruner with Adapter & Pruner Rope
6' FG Hollow Extension Pole, 6' FG Base Pole

FG-6PKG-7
JA-34DP Big Mouth Double Pulley Pruner with Adapter and Pruner Rope
PS-3FP Pole Saw Head, 16" Tri-Cut Saw Blade
6' FG Hollow Extension Pole, 6' FG Base Pole

FG-11K
PH-11 Pruner with Adapter and Rope
SB-1T Saw Blade, Canvas Scabbard
Two 6' FG Hollow Extension Poles
One 6' FG Base Pole

FG-12K
PH-12 Pruner with Adapter and Pruner Rope
Two 6' FG Hollow Extension Poles
One 6' FG Base Pole

FG-14K
JA-14 Pruner with Adapter & Pruner Rope
Two 6' FG Hollow Extension Poles
One 6' FG Base Pole

FG-34K
JA-34 Big Mouth Pruner, Adapter & Rope
Two 6' FG Hollow Extension Poles
One 6' FG Base Pole